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Introduction
A TTRPG adventure compatible with Dungeons
and Dragons 5e adventure for a party of level 3
characters.

The growing town of Pine Ridge has finally begun
to find its feet. With help from the village Elder, a
monster hunter from years ago, and a wealthy
landowner they have a plan to attract fresh blood to
the village and to see it truly prosper. However,
their plan is doomed to fail. A jealous, aggressive
young prince has claimed the lands around Pine
Ridge as his own.

He sends his servants and vassals to steal the
livestock, burn the farms and drive the villagers out
of their own homes. If they wonʼt be persuaded to
move they are to be killed.

To make matters worse there are rumours of a
shadow in the peaks, one that has a taste for flesh
and a hunger for gold.

The Road to Pine Ridge
Hunters Snares

The well worn path leading into Pine Ridge seems
to flow with nature. The natural attraction of this
part of the continent canʼt be disputed. However,
there lies a silence that one would not expect for a
thriving environment.

The movement of something rustling not too far off
the path. Approaching carefully the sight of a
young deer caught in what appears to be a crude
snare greets them. However, something else isnʼt
quite right as they watch the distressed animal.

NPC s̓:
None

Encounter: Ensnared Deer (Trap!):
Creature: 1 Axe Beak, 1 Deer
Map - None (re-use a forest map if desired)

The deer is distressed in the snare, without help
the young creature will die. However there are
trip lines all through the small clearing it is in.

Unless a DC12(average) investigation check is
made then a reaction is triggered where the Axe
Beak is released.

It is starving and has advantage on initiative
and attack rolls for the first round of combat.

Shortly a�er the encounter with the axe beak
there is a pit trap (dc14 dex save or fall into the
trap taking 2d6 bludgeoning damage on a fail),
falling log trap, DC14 athletics or Acrobatics or
be knocked prone, become stunned and suffer
2d6 bludgeoning damage.

Pine Ridge
The trip through the hills and mountains upwards
towards the large expanse of land at the top of the
rise. This land was extremely fertile and it was
evident by the vast amount of vegetation growing
in any suitable soil. The party had however run
into several obstacles on the way up.

Hunting snares, pit traps and the like were
frequent on the path or just off it. The oddest of
them all were traps that released beasts that
attacked them on sight. Without a cause or
evidence of who caused them they were written off
as the pranks of youths the party continued their
trek to the town of Pine Ridge who was reportedly
in need of heroes.
As they pushed past the last few crests of the
mountain range they were ascending they stumbled
into the large, oaken gates of Pine Ridge. A few
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moments of talking to the guards they were let
through with nothing less than cheering. In fact the
guards proclaimed that they were the adventurers
sent to them to aid them. This only increased the
volume of noise and frequency of well wishes.
However, moving their way through the streets they
saw that things were grim.

Several wagons had belongings piled up high and
several dra� horses or mules were attached already
or nearby. In fact as they were led towards a large
central house the sense of worry increased with each
step. Something was not right in Pine Ridge.

The Job
Entering the house they were greeted by a elderly
man, woman and a young woman who was dressed
like a hunter or scout. They walked through the
halls of the house and noticed many of the
paintings in the house had images of heroes or
hunters who had slain a great beast. There was
even one of a dragon hunter mounted at the top of
the stairway they ascended. Moving into a small
room they were sat down to a small lunch of hot
meats and fresh bread.

ʻSadly this is all I can offer youʼ the woman who sat
opposite them said, the elderly man stood to her
le�. ʻWe have a problem, you see. All the game is
disappearing and sometimes our livestock goes too.̓
she said so�ly nodding to a servant who closed a
door.

ʻIt wouldnʼt be so bad if it was just the animals. Itʼs
not that frequent that I lose my beasts.̓  the
standing man said. ʻBut I lost one of the farms I
maintain just last night. Burned to the ground and
the people and animals lost or taken.̓  he continued.
ʻI have had Rashel look into it trying to track what
happened. What she found is troubling.̓

The young hunter nodded and leaned onto the
table. ʻI think we have dragons…ʼ she breathed out
slowly. ʻOne or two, young ones at best. But it's the
only thing that could burn down the houses and
that would take and eat that much meat.̓  she
continued. ʻBut I also found something else that
confirmed my suspicions.̓  she said as she reached
into a pouch on her hip. A�er a moment she
produced a long, scaled digit that ended in a sharp
claw.

ʻA kobold. In fact I believe we have a den of them.
My master told me that kobolds gather in great
numbers under the rulership of a Dragon. They
worship them like gods. I have no doubt in my
mind that there is a dragon somewhere in this
mountain.̓  she finished as she held out the finger to
the party.

ʻThatʼs where you come in. I am the one that placed
the request for aid. I hope that you are fit for the
task and up to finding out whatʼs happening in
Pine Ridge. For all our sake I hope it's just a few
kobolds but we canʼt be sure yet.̓  the elderly lady
said as she sipped on some tea. ʻI hope you will
accept our request for aid, we may not have much
to offer as a feast but these mountains are full of
gold and we have ample to share.̓

NPC s̓:
- Elder Penelope
- Reginald Scornmellow
- Rashel

Encounter: Night raid on Pine Ridge
Creature:
6 Kobolds, 1 Kobold Drakesworn (1.5 Kobolds
rounded up per Party member - adjust
accordingly & 1 Drakesworn acting like a
leader)
Map - None

The kobolds donʼt play fair. They will set light to
the walls of the town, sneak in while everyone
is distracted and then attack the dra� horses
connected to carts to drive them into a frenzy.
When the Party arrives to investigate they have
to dodge the fleeing animals and carts, falling
burning timber.

If the party is knocked prone by the beasts, cart
or buildings then they are ambushed by 3
kobolds with daggers, if they arenʼt knocked
down then they are pelted with sticky weighted
balls  launched from a sling. If they are hit with
these bolts they have a penalty to their attack
rolls equal to the number of stones attached to
them. As an action an ally or themselves cna
remove all sticky-rocks.
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As the final kobold falls a shrill call comes from
nearby as a fleeing kobold runs away from the
party. “Flee, Flee for your lives. The prince will
reward those who survive dearly! Death to the
humans, grab the trinkets, grab the meat, back to
the hills!” he calls before a perfectly launched arrow
spears him through.

Rashel appears and removes the arrow from the
Kobold. “Several made off with their loot, a
farmer's daughter is also missing. If we hurry we
can find where they are coming from and take the
fight to them.”

The Prince s̓ Domain
The Clearing

The trail le� by the kobolds in their haste to flee
with their spoils was easy to follow. Rashelʼs offered
assistance wasnʼt even required but she helped to
show the party what to look for.

As the party walked under the bows of the trees the
darkness of night out here was nearly oppressive
but, a distant roar alerted them to something
bigger. Something much bigger than a kobold.

A hastily stomped out campfire, torn cloth and bits
of food greeted the party in a small clearing.
Perhaps an obvious trap, or a well used path by the
creatures. The party had better decide what to do
quickly. Follow the path deeper into the hills or set
up an ambush for the yipping creatures.

NPC s̓:
- Rashel

Encounter: Ambush
Creature: 8 kobolds (2 per party member) , 1
Kobold Drakesworn
Map - 306ThTPiOPiRi

If the party pass 1 survival (DC14 - rangers get
advantage on this check) and 1 active
Perception (DC13) check as they track the
kobolds they arrive before the kobolds come
back out. They can either decide to follow the

path or set an ambush, or something else that
wonʼt take more than 10 minutes.
If they donʼt pass the rolls or their action is
greater than 10 minutes then they are
ambushed.
A Perception vs Stealth check can be made to
see if the kobolds can be seen. The kobolds
have advantage on the stealth checks.

If the party follow the path they enter the lair of
the White Prince

The Lair of the White Prince
An oddly cold gust of wind comes from the mouth
of the cave that the party had found a�er following
the Kobolds Tracks.

A chorus of yips and several lights can be heard
from within the cave that heralds more Kobolds.
But there is a presence, this is the direction the loud
roar came from.

Footprints of other animals litter the ground,
livestock, humans, kobolds and more. This is a well
used path into the caves and will likely be their lair.

As the party walks into the cave the last person to
enter notices a few flakes of snow dri�ing down
from the hills above them, odd for this time of year.

NPC s̓:
ʻThe White Princeʼ

Encounter: Encounter linked to the
scene:
Creature: 20 Kobolds inhabit these caves, and 3
Kobold Drakesworn, roughly 6 per room with 1
Drakesworn acting as a guard.
If the party encountered the kobolds in the forest
then reduce the number of kobolds in the caves by
the ones that were slain outside of it.
Map - 306SaTPrLa
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Lore & NPCs

Elder Penelope

Penelope has spent most of her life in the
village and has earnt a great deal of respect
amongst her people. Her father, and his father
before him were local heroes. Slayer of beasts,
defenders of the village from bandits and
monsters and in her youth she aspired to be the
same.

But as she got older she was unable to
participate in great hunts, or even mild ones
and she became content to lead the village. She
cares a great deal for everyone within the oaken
gates and will put their safety above anything
else.

Reginald Scornmellow

Coming to Pine Ridge as a young man he
quickly spent his time mining the hills for its
wealth. A�er a few lucky breaks in a row he
quickly became the wealthiest man in Pine
Ridge. However, instead of taking the wealth
elsewhere he bought land, built houses and
brought more people to the small village to man
his farms.

He is still the wealthiest man in Pine Ridge but
he works with the people here, and Elder
Penelope, to ensure that Pine Ridge is looked
a�er. He currently has most of his fortune
resting on the success of the farms and was
planning on funding a mine to bring more
people to live in the little Village. If this
rumoured dragon continues to eat his animals
then he won't be able to put Pine Ridge on the
map.
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Rashel

Rashel travelled to Pine ridge with her mentor,
Lake, who taught her how to track creatures
and how to survive in the wilds. A natural with
a bow she quickly managed to cement herself in
with the people of Pine Ridge.

Not long a�er her and her mentor's arrival a
strange sighting of a beast appeared when she
was out on a hunt. Lake, her mentor, decided to
investigate alone and he stumbled upon a lair of
a ferocious beast. Despite being experienced
Lake didnʼt survive the encounter and managed
to make it back to the village.

Rashel returned home with fresh game for the
village half a day later. But instead of being
greeted with cheering and happy villagers she
was greeted by mourners.

Ever since she has kept a watchful eye over the
village in case the beast that killed her mentor
returns.

The White Prince:
As the last of the kobolds moved through the cave he
looked across his minions with satisfaction.
However he knew that it was a matter of time
before a larger male moved into this spot. Well that
was his fear. He knew that unless he instilled fear
into his pathetic minions that they would default to
the next big boss that arrives here. As one of the
kobolds was carrying what appeared to be a large

polished dish of steel he lashed out with a claw and
with a sickening thud separated its head from
shoulders. The large dish rolled to the ground
The other Kobolds in the cave stared at him, opened
their mouths and wide eyed, the musk of fear was
palpable. With a cold, high-yet rumbling voice he
spoke to the humanoids. ʻLet that be a reminder to
you. This vermin was coveting the riches that are
mine. All riches in, above and around these
mountains are mine.'”ʻ he spoke as he crawled
forward to grab the polished dish and jammed it
between roof and floor, creating a distorted mirror.
Some of the remaining kobolds skittered forwards
and grabbed the twitching body and head, dragging
it out whilst they moved around the lair with
renewed vigour. Smiling, the prince admired
himself in the custom mirror and the food and
growing treasure from the area near his den. But
the pile was small, growing still, and he wanted
more. Looking towards the larger, stronger Kobold
nearby the Prince barked at him.

ʻKizzet, where are the other treasures? I thought
you said that we had more!ʼ a mote of white
smoke-like dri�ed from its nostrils ʻAre you keeping
some from me?ʼ he snarled.

The Kobold turned around and dropped to a knee,
this one did not smell of fear at all. ʻMy Lord. We
ran into an issue. a warrior from the village
ambushed us and slew a few of our people. As we
rallied the female retreated with some of your
treasure. We gave chase but she escaped.̓  the kobold
reported.

ʻYou will find this warrior and teach this female a
lesson. No one steals from me!ʼ the prince roared as
he threw himself onto his treasure and killed
animals and started to take his frustration out on
the meat.

ʻYou heard the white prince!ʼ barked Kizzet, ʻRally
the warriors. We move at dusk!ʼ
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Maps
306ThTPiOPiRi

The heavily wooded hills provide ample places for the party to hide and make ambushes for potential
enemies. But the other way around is also viable. Hills with trees and bushes of varying sizes and heights
provide an uneven and complex environment for the party to move through as well as to perceive threats.

However a well worn path can be seen where several deep drag marks indicate the frequent movement of
heavier items. Whoever made these tracks either wanted them to be seen or was in too much of a hurry to
care.
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306SaTPrLa

The entrance to the cave is a squishy 10 feet. This gives enough room for the party to get into the cave and
hopefully they have a torch as there is a bear-trap right at the entrance. Also in this entrance room there is a
single, polished, clean and fantastic looking blade laying in the ground, tip down. Anyone who picks up this
blade or moves to examine it within its space triggers a spiked mallet on a bat.
Moving past this room to the right of the cave entrance is a hallway where a lot of noise can be heard,
animals and some distant so�, muffled sobbing. But the party best be careful as there is a spike lined pit trap
hidden here too, thatʼs something you donʼt want to fall into.
ʻThe Stables.̓
The room is filled with cages filled with starving wolves, giant scorpions, badgers and the like. The cages all
are linked to ropes that appear to be tied somewhere in the room. If the party is careful they should be able to
get in and get out without alerting the pen watchmen to their presence. However, even if opened up the
animals may turn on the kobolds!
There are a few sheep, a singular young cow and with the cow a young female who is the farm assistant who
looks a�er the animals.
The nesting room.
The Princeʼs lair wouldnʼt be complete without servants quarters, and boy do we have the best here. Another
bear trap and pitfall trap greet would-be assailants filled with over a dozen nests. These can be populated
with resting kobolds, or, perhaps the kobolds who lived in these nests are no longer here.
There may be some hidden trinkets and weapons amongst the rough straw nests but Iʼll leave that up to you.
ʻThe Throne Room.̓
Large roof access and treasure to gloat over. This room has everything someone could need. There is enough
space for the prince to fly around and torment attackers with his frost breath. Or he can hide in the very high
ceilings and lunge at the party when they donʼt expect it. A set of steps lead up to where the prince rests,
under a pile of snow and bones but donʼt let that fool you. At the slightest sound of his treasure being
disturbed he will lunge forward and attack.
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Monsters
Adventure Encounters
The first encounter we have is the deer and axe
beak. A�er that any of the Random Encounters
can be used a�er the first axe-beak trap as a
random encounter on the road to Pine Ridge.
Deer

Axe Beak

Notes on Kobolds:

While one kobold wonʼt do much, a dozen will,
and taking into consideration what the lord of
monsters, Volo, has to say about them – they love
their traps. You will never stumble into kobolds
territories without a snare, a spike trap, a falling
log, pit traps, badger in a cage or a bag of
scorpions falling on your head. These little
scavengers and tinkerers are something thatʼs
great about low level D&D.

Kobold
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Kobold Drakesworn

The White Prince (White Dragon
Wyrmling)
Now this is a rather DM sided adventure. What I
mean by that is that these creatures are weak. If
you donʼt put yourself in their claws you wont
challenge your party.
The Wyrmling isnʼt a terrifying entity, the size of
a large dog but smaller than a horse the only
thing that makes them truly terrifying is their fly
speed and breath weapon.
So IF we want to play to our strengths these
creatures will swoop in low, breath a cone of cold
then fly away. If and only if ground combat looks
like it's extremely favourable in their favour – or
they have some minions to distract the
interlopers do they go toe-to-toe.

That being said. The white dragon is not an
intelligent beast. Wise enough to know to run it
probably isnʼt smart enough to work out traps,
baits or feints and being a young prince it will
probably be extremely proud of itself. This means
that if the party can think outside of the box,
play dead or set up a well planned or hidden trap
the wyrmling will become a very easy fight.

Abilities or actions to stop it from flying, or, to
hinder its ability to move will ensure an easy
victory.
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Other & Random Encounters
For encounters on the road, and for the
Kobold Cages the following can be used.
Wolf

Giant Scorpion

Giant Badger

Giant Lizard
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Dra� Horse

Bear
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